
 

Nature: Water Traveling Through Leaves

Have you ever wondered what happens after you water your 
plants? How does all that water get all the water to those 

leaves at the very top? Well this experiment/activity will help 
you discover this mystery! 

Supplies  

• Leaves 
o Tree, bush, house plant, grass 
o Make sure you avoid poison ivy and poison oak! 

Leaves of three let them be, leaves of five wave 
goodbye! 

• Scissors 

• Food Coloring (Red) 
o You can even use egg dye if you have any left over 

from Easter or water safe dye you have lying about) 

• Cup 
o Any size will do, as long as you have enough room 

for water! 

• Recording Sheet 

Instructions 
1. Take a walk outside, or around your house if you have 

some really cool house plants. Find those leaves that 
make you think “wow, that’s a cool leaf!” Be safe on your 
walk, ask an adult to come with you! Use your scissors to 
snip the stem of the leaf, making sure not to cut too close 
to the leaf.  



2. Once you have gathered your perfect leaves, take your 
cup or cups and fill them with room temperature water a 
third of the way full. 

3. Next, squeeze your red food dye into the water, about 6-7 
drops. The darker the water the easier it is to see your 
results! 

a. The reason we use red food dye is simply to see the 
flow of the water. Using blue, yellow, or green will not 
show up in a noticeable way and results may be lost. 

4. Place the leaves, stem down into the water.  
5. Now all you have to do is wait. You should be able to see 

the dyed water in the veins of the leaf in about three days. 
Some leaves may not take as long and other may take 
longer. Be sure to check every day and record your 
findings! 

A few days later…. 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

  



Now you’re seeing some really cool color in your leaf, but 
how? Well the reason you are seeing the dyed water in your 
leaf is because of the xylem tube! Aside from being a funny 
word, the xylem tube is pretty awesome because it pulls the 
water from the bottom of the stem all the way up into the 
veins of the leaf. If we were testing this on a whole plant and 
put the roots in dyed water we may get the same results 
because out in nature when it rains, the roots of the plants pull 
the water from the soil in to the plants! Super cool!  
 
Since you now have all this awesome knowledge, share it with 
your friends, family, neighbors, moose, the world! Mother 
Nature really hopes you had a great time with this activity! 
Have a safe and happy summer!  

 

 


